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Hundreds flood into Huntington's Southside for the 31st Annual Greek Festival at St. George Greek Orthodox Church.

Inside this edition:

- Mountain Stage set for 800th broadcast >Page 2
- Herd heals, regroups during bye week  >Page 3
- Huntington heads to Ritter Park for HMAF >Page 4
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Greek Festival to celebrate its 31st year this weekend

Greek cuisine is more than just food; it is an extension of the culture which it’s derived.

While the festival has encompassed the entire church grounds in recent years, this was not always the case. The festival started out much smaller according to George Hanna, co-treasurer of St. George.

The event occurs every year on the church grounds, located at 7715 Iowa Ave. It returns Friday through Sunday, to celebrate its 31st year.

The people of Greece have always been exceptionally religious — an important aspect of their beliefs, so it is not surprising that Hun
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THE PARTHENON

With a third of the season completed, the Thundering Herd football team has earned this weekend off to relax and get healthy before beginning conference play.

"There's a very important part of playing any sport, especially a sport as physically taxing on the body as football. The Herd gets its first real break since football camp began in August. Offensive lineman Cleo Yan Van Horn says the guys know football is a physical sport and part of the fun is in it physically the rest of the game, but the break is welcomed."

"That's part of football," Van Horn said, "That's part of it, that's why we love it, it's physical but it is nice to have a bye week or two during the year where you can heal up and get back to technique in that bye week." Senior defensive lineman Alex Banzi says the bye week allows the team to get really mentally and physically for the remainder of the season.

"This year, until now we've just been working hard and pounding just physically and in the film room and weight room," Banzi said. "Our bodies are a little tired but with this bye week we have time to refresh ourselves, get ourselves right mentally and prepare ourselves for the next game."

Q: What will you bring if you were stranded on an island, what three things would you bring?
A: Invisibility, so I could mess with people! Las Vegas, so I could mess with people!

Q: If you could have any super power, what would it be and why?
A: I can do karate!

Q: Do you have a motto?
A: Whether you think you can or think you can't, you're right.

Q: What was your fondest childhood memory?
A: What I really remember from my childhood is being always so excited for Christmas, because my whole family would be together at once and it was really the only time everyone was together.

Q: What would be your dream job?
A: A music producer.

Q: If you could have any three things you would bring?
A: A. My baby blanket, Bradley Cooper and my golf clubs.

Q: What would you do if you were stranded on an island, what three things would you bring?
A: My baby blanket, Bradley Cooper and my golf clubs.

Q: Do you have any hidden talents?
A: I can do karate!

Q: Do you have a motto?
A: Whatever you think you can or think you can't, you're right.

By KAREEN TIMKO
THE PARTHENON

During her fourth year as a member of the Marshall University women’s golf team, sophomore Rachel Thompson has taken her performance up a notch.

After her shooting a team-low score at the Cardinal Cup in Simpsonville, Ky., last week, the forensic chemistry major from Mansfield, Ohio, gave us the opportunity to examine her diligent mind.

Q: Think about your life, What has been your greatest accomplishment thus far?
A: Not listening to everyone who told me I couldn't.

Q: What is the worst thing that has happened to you?

Q: What do you like about going to school at Marshall?
A: The nittynine in the number.

Q: What would you do if you were stranded on an island, what three things would you bring?
A: A. A music producer.

Q: Is there anything you'd like to add or tell the readers?
A: I'd like to add that we are a tight-knit group of girls, we have family dinners a few times a month, and we make sure we're all there for each other. We are a tight-knit group of girls, we have family dinners a few times a month, and we make sure we're all there for each other.

Q: What are you trying to accomplish this semester?
A: I'm trying to build my game and get stronger so I can compete with the best of them.

Q: What is the best thing about being a golf team? ( pursuant to this question: Think about your life, What has been your greatest accomplishment thus far?)
A: The best thing about being a golf team? ( pursuant to this question: Think about your life, What has been your greatest accomplishment thus far?)
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HUNTINGTON MUSIC & ARTS FESTIVAL

Huntington Music & Arts Festival ready to amp things up

BY BRITTANY MILLER
THE PARTHENON
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When AT&T had its first national pledge day a year ago, it treated the campaign like a major product launch. ‘Virtually.’ CRCL Lowell Mc- Adams, and Sam Bell Collin Conference mem- ber Georgia State were deemed worthy this season.

When the angie news team found that after the 30th game, they were back in the program at Washington State, it was already on display. The angie team has already written a total of two SRC articles over our past.

Q: If you could live any where in the world, where would it be?
A: Charles Darwin. I would just like to have coffee with one person from the past, who would it be? A: My dad. Could be true.

Q: If you could live any where in the world, where would it be?
A: I’d be happy anywhere outside of a big city. Next to one, not in one.

Q: If you could sit down and have coffee with one person from the past, who would it be? A: Charles Darwin. I would just ask him what he was like to live the life he led for standing up for something.

Q: What is one thing you can’t live without?
A: Music.

Q: What is your biggest goal this season? A: My biggest goal always is to never stop improving.

COAL BOWL

two of the seven games would be played in Huntington, the heart of mountaineer field would not have been enough to prevent the head from solving WVU.

I’m sure those in Morgan- town are thankful that the series ended when it did so that they can maintain their underdog mark against the Herd. In the same time, it would challenge any Mountaineer fan to tell me that after the way that team was embarrassed in Baltimore by Maryland that they think that the Thundering Herd would not have been a good test.

But, of course, there is in 2013: Friends of Coal Bowl
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Investors are still clamoring for consumer In- ternet IPOs and the market is rewarding major Internet companies with shares of valuations, whether they have an established business such as LinkedIn and Yelp or are more speculative such as Groupon and Zillow, said Rob Steinberg, a corporate law partner with Jones, Butlery & Mitchell.

“I think the reason they go public now is as simple as it is a time,” Steinberg said.

Unlike Facebook, whose sales had began to flatten out at the time of its IPO, Twitter is going public as its ad revenue is still on a tear especially on mobile devices, an area that has proved challenging to anyone. Twitter, never mind the world, never mind the obvious ad

AT&T produces all the creep. As well as Google. As for its COO. Twitter’s first and

It can keep specifics of its finances under wraps until the moment now, they might
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